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Abstract—Aiming at the issue of time consuming excess on single node during some workflow activities for the environmental parameters of standard chicken henhouse, this paper builds a P2P network node context based model on task allocating, scheduling and solving. Focusing on the dynamic characteristic of P2P network environment, the model adopts node context to describe the workflow environment. The workflow management system can obtain the environmental dynamic changes through perceiving context information, and be used to manipulate task allocating and scheduling. Basing on the node context, this paper presents the node handling ability assessment index, with which the workflow management system can calculate out the price index and node task allocating index that equles to execution time and manipulate the task scheduling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is more and more care for the environmental parameters of standard chicken henhouse. In1982, Drury and Mitchell developed the environmental control system [1]-[3]. It is founded that task allocating and scheduling is a NP problem, so it is a feasible way to find optimal result in polynomial time by using heuristic algorithm [4]. But in P2P network [5], it is hard to estimate precisely the task handling time of every node in advance. So the global environment and static information based heuristic algorithm [6], [7] can hardly work on solving real time task allocation. Aiming at the issue of time consuming excess on single node during some workflow activities for the environmental parameters of standard chicken henhouse, this paper builds a P2P network node context based model on task allocating, scheduling and solving. Focusing on the dynamic characteristic of P2P network environment, the model adopts node context to describe the workflow environment [8], [9]. The workflow management system can obtain the environmental dynamic changes through perceiving context information, and be used to manipulate task allocating and scheduling. Basing on the node context, this paper presents the node handling ability assessment index, with which the workflow management system can calculate out the price index and node task allocating index that equles to execution time and manipulate the task scheduling.

II. CAN NODE CONTEXT

CAN (Content Addressing Network) is a typical center free structured P2P network, it has applications in a wide range of fields because of its suitable complexity of routing algorithm, simple structure, great maintainability and reliability.

Context includes a group of present applications relating states and variables, some of which can alter the system behaviors directly and the others can affect system behaviors by users through attracting the interes of users, in the computer system environment. P2P network node context is a set of device-dependent, software management integrated physical resource parameters, such as memory, processor, linked network and peripheral devices.

Definition 2-1

P2P network node context is a set of node context element, which is:

$$\text{Cxt} = \{\text{Cxt}_\text{item}_1, \text{Cxt}_\text{item}_2, \ldots, \text{Cxt}_\text{item}_n\}, \quad \forall \text{Cxt}_\text{item}_i \in \text{Cxt},$$

$$\text{Cxt}_\text{item}_i = \{\text{Cxt}_\text{item}_{ij}, \text{Cxt}_\text{item}_{ij+1}, \ldots, \text{Cxt}_\text{item}_{ij+n}\}$$

in which, Cxt_item_{ij} is the jth history information of the i th context element.

Definition 2-2

The history information of context element Cxt_item_{ij} is a quintuple consists of Who, Where, When, What, Why, as Cxt_item_{ij} = (Who, Where, When, What, Why), there into Who is the identifier of context element, where is the space information of context element, When is the time information of context element, What is the attribute information of context element, Why is the P2P workflow context semantics rules decided by context element and its history information.

For example, the speed of device context in wireless P2P network can be expressed as (the speed of device, east longitude 100°10’ northern latitude 60°20’, 2007-3-31 10h15m30s, 20m/s,” if the speed is decreasing, it shows that
the device is slowing down; and according to the change of position we can deduct the moving direction of device”.

In this paper, the metric at time $j$ of the $i$th context element is $Cxt_{item}$, What.

**Definition 2-3**

CAN node VID (virtual Identifier) is a binary string in the path from root node to leaf node on the split tree. VID is used in CAN structure maintenance and information routing.

**Definition 2-4**

CAN node coordination is the hash value coming from the key value Key after $d$ times of SHA-1 calculation, the $d$ is the virtual space dimensions of CAN.

For example, if CAN virtual space is $d$ dimension, the node key value is Key, then firstly implement SHA-1 hash on Key to get the 160 digits hash value $H_1$, then get the $H_2$ from $H_1$ through SHA-1 calculation, and so on, the $H_d$ after $d$ times of hashing is the node coordinate value.

Node coordinate is used in resource searching objectives in CAN.

The node context element chosen in task scheduling decision includes:
1) CAN node VID
2) CAN node coordinate
3) Transportation delay RTT (Round Trip Time): is the transportation delay from starting node to receiving node.
4) Node handling ability TPCC (Transaction Processing Performance Council): adopting the Benchmark’s technical standard, performance and value measurement to test the processing unit in order to obtain the assessment parameters, usually is the TPMC Transaction per Minutes value.
5) Node configuration CPU: node hardware configuration especially the CPU situation.
6) Node CPU utilization ratio: the current node CPU utilization ratio is used to decide the busy extent of node.
7) Node configuration Memory: node hardware configuration Memory situation.
8) Node Memory utilization ratio: the current node Memory occupation situation is used to decide the remaining calculating ability of node.
9) Node assigned tasks: the assigned task quantity of the node.
10) Node OOS (Online-Offline-Status): the accessible status of the node.

**III. THE ONTOLOGY DESCRIPTION OF CAN CONTEXT NODE**

Ontology is the specified description of conceptual model. Using ontology to build a model for P2P network node context can supply uniform and open sharing concept support for workflow management system.

The node context ontology built in this paper mainly includes three classes: Cxt, Vertex and Link, thereinto, Cxt is a class of universal node context ontology; Vertex is a subclass of Cxt, it presents the node context; Link is the other subclass of Cxt, it presents link context. In the execution process of workflow, there would be instances of Vertex and Link basing on real situation.

OWL based description pattern of ontology is shown in Fig. 1 (without the header of OWL).

```
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Context">
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Vertex">
    <rdfs:subClassof rdf:resource="#Context"/>
  </owl:Class>
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Link">
    <rdfs:subClassof rdf:resource="#Context"/>
  </owl:Class>
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="CPU">
    <rdfs:subClassof rdf:resource="#Vertex"/>
  </owl:Class>
  ...... 
</owl:ObjectProperty>
```

Fig. 1. OWL- based Ontology description.

To some classes, like CPU, we still need to refine the definition basing on its attributes.

For example, the OWL of CPU class, the arcs with arrow represent predicate, the end of arrow is object, the other one is subject. Subclassof is used as basic classification symbol of classes, it can interconnect a more specific class to a common class and can represent how the common class inherits from the more specific class. OnPropertyOf represents the specific attribute of class. HasValue can identify class basing on “specific” existence of attribute value, which can represent a attribute with specific value of a class instance. Xsd: string represents data type of the attribute is “string”.

The depiction above illustrates that the CPU class has attribute Vendor_CPU, which has attribute value of string type; and has the attribute Model, which has attribute value of string type.

**IV. THE OBTAINING AND MANAGEMENT OF NODE CONTEXT**

There are two mechanisms to obtain P2P network node context: interval polling and instant adoption.

Interval polling is to carry out polling for specific nodes at interval of $\delta t$ by context management nodes in order to obtain context information of visited nodes.

Interval polling usually adopts centralized management pattern, it means to choose one or several context management context, which is responsible for the global or partial centralized management of all nodes in the system: collecting, storing and handling the context information, and supply global or partial context information service.

Interval polling mechanism is appropriate for management nodes that need real time monitoring on specific node group, the characteristics are real time, easy to use history node information on deciding the status of specific nodes, easy to decide the semantic and the shortage is easy to cause huge network information flow, which needs to consume some handling ability of specific management nodes and inquired nodes. Fig. 2 is the algorithm of interval polling.
Algorithm 4-1 Internal Polling

Initiation: clear the collecting buffer area of context
Solving Process:

Begin

While ()

{  

    For j = 1 to n  //To collect the context of 

    n nodes

        For k = 1 to m  //To collect the m context

            element of the jth node

                Cxt_itemk, Pho= value of collection;

                Cxt_itemk, Phr= value of collection;

                Cxt_itemk, Mxt= value of collection;

                Cxt_itemk, Phy= value of collection;

            }

        }

    }

End

Fig. 2. Algorithm of Internal Polling.

Instant adoption is to carry out information inquiry on specific nodes by context management nodes, and the context information would be returned by inquired nodes.

The instant adoption mechanism usually is used to satisfy individual need, if the nodes need to comprehend its peripheral calculation environment, the inquired nodes would return its context information and the starting nodes would receive and use it, to the collecting results the receiving nodes decide if it would store the inquired context information based on real situation.

Instant adoption mechanism is appropriate for context management nodes that do not need real time monitoring on context situation of specific nodes, only needs to obtain instantly scenes, the characteristics is the ability of node handling and saving network bandwidth, without the need of storing space of context information, the shortage is lack of real time and context history information. Fig. 3 is the algorithm of instant adoption.

Algorithm 4-2 Instant Adoption
Initiation: clear the collecting buffer area of context
Solving Process:

Begin

While ()  

{  

    IF receive the collecting instruction

    Then

        For j = 1 to n  //To collect the context of n

        nodes

            For k = 1 to m  //To collect the m context element of

            the jth node

                Cxt_itemk, Pho= value of collection;

                Cxt_itemk, Phr= value of collection;

                Cxt_itemk, Mxt= value of collection;

                Cxt_itemk, Phy= value of collection;

            }

        }

    }

End

Fig. 3. Algorithm of Instant Adoption.

In the P2P covering network environment, we can adopt context centralized management pattern, use the catalog management nodes to carry out centralized management of global node context information, when a node needs the context information of other nodes, we can carry out context inquiry service through centralized management nodes.

In uncentralized P2P covering network environment, we can adopt uncentralized management pattern, which means to carry out inquiring request from relevant nodes through instant adoption query pattern, and the inquired nodes can supply context information.

In mixing P2P covering network environment, we can both adopt centralized management pattern and uncentralized management pattern or area centralized management pattern, it should decide based on context information need.

This paper is researching on uncentralized unstructured P2P covering network, so we adopt the instant adoption query pattern.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper uses CAN network as the workflow environment, analyses the node context elements, gives the ontology representation of P2P network node context, discusses the node context obtaining mechanism; based node context information defines the node handling ability assessment index, which is the basis of task scheduling.
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